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DO YOU HAVE QUESTIONS ABOUT LEGAL WRITING?
K.K. DuVivier will be happy to address them through the Scrivener column. Send your questions
to: kkduvivier@ law.du.edu or call her at (303) 871-6281.
Some readers may have come to recognize a recurring theme in my Scrivener columns over the years:
Legal writing is about the communication of ideas, not the writing itself. Your writing should be a
transparent medium for those ideas, and you may be failing in your task if your readers focus on your
2
words instead of your message.
Because writing involves words, it might seem difficult to make your writing "transparent." However,
speaking involves words too, and broadcasters employ several techniques to make their words
transparent. Consequently, legal writers can look for guidance from the men and women "on the six
o’clock news."

Accentless Speech
All people speak in dialects. In some parts of the United States, "ya’ll" or "youse guys" are common, but in
other parts of the country, these expressions draw negative attention. To avoid this distraction,
broadcasters adapt their speech to make it neutral or "accentless." As television journalist Linda Ellerbee
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once said, "In television, you are not supposed to sound like you’re from anywhere."
Some broadcasters neutralize their accents by adopting the standard form of speaking for a country. For
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example, in some European countries, "correct" speech is that modeled after the country’s monarch.
Folk etymologists speculate that Castilian Spanish arose from courtiers’ attempts to avoid embarrassing
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their king by mimicking his lisp. Similarly, the "King’s English" became the standard for proper English
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usage and grammar in early twentieth century England, and the label for "educated spoken English"
converted to the "Queen’s English" when Elizabeth II ascended to the throne. Consequently, to be
neutral, British Broadcasting Corporation announcers traditionally use the Queen’s English for their
7
broadcasts.
We in the United States have no monarchs to mimic. However, many of our notable media personalities
work on achieving a similarly neutral standard for speaking American English so that most Americans will
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perceive their speech as accentless. Linguists label this type of speech as "General American English."
General American English derives from the central regions of the United States and is the form used by
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many notable newscasters, such as Walter Kronkite, Tom Brokaw, and Paula Zahn. Because this form of
speech is perceived as neutral, it does not draw attention to the speaker in ways that other regional and
social group accents do. General American is less defined by specific forms of speaking than it is
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"marked by a lot of things [it] does not do."

Accentless Legal Writing
Following the lead from the broadcast industry, you can make your legal writing accentless by not doing
things that will distract legal readers. First, with respect to tone: most legal writing is formal. Do not use
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contractions and colloquialisms. Also, do not use first person pronouns in standard legal writing, so as
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to avoid too much familiarity.
Second, here are some suggestions for making your style accentless. It is not technically incorrect to start
a sentence with a conjunction, but many readers were taught otherwise and may be distracted if you do
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so. Similarly, you may not be breaking any grammar rules if you end a sentence with a preposition or
use a split infinitive, but again some readers might believe it is incorrect; if you do so, they may question
your competence.
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The last four Scrivener columns attempted to identify a standard form for legal analysis. Although reader
responses varied, a few key distractions emerged. Avoid the overuse of definitions; readers do not need a
label unless there could be confusion. String citations can put off readers, especially if they are used in an
introductory paragraph where readers do not feel any citations are necessary. Do not use parentheticals,
especially when they are complete sentences that can stand on their own. Finally, the majority of readers
preferred some repetition of precedent facts when describing how they impact a client’s facts, but they
were irritated by too much unnecessary detail and too little of the details and reasoning that were key to
the comparisons.

Conclusion
Any accent—spoken or written—may be appropriate in its original context; however, it can be distracting
in other contexts. Follow the age-old advice for any writers: Know your audience and adjust your writing
to most effectively communicate with that audience. If your audience is broad and varied, follow the lead
of newscasters—learn to recognize the forms, usage, and techniques that distract and do not use them. If
you can make your writing accentless, the words will simply be background and the content of your
message will stand out in clear relief.
Youse guys capisce?i’Cause I want ya’ll to get this right. Ya hear?
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